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The United States Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR)
(USAF) is displaying increased interest have contractual and cooperative
in electric propulsion vehicles because efforts with industry developing all
of their potential to deliver heavier aspects of near term and far term EOTV
payloads, when compared to chemical technology areas. These include a
propulsion systems, to mission orbits study to conceptually design an
and because of the vehicles' capability operational solar EOTV; an Electric
for reusability. This interest has Insertion Technology Experiment
resulted in the USAF becoming (ELITE); an Electric Propulsion Space
involved in the development of electric Experiment (ESEX); an autonomous
propulsion with the eventual end guidance, navigation, and control
product being an operational electric study; hydrogen arcjet development;
orbit transfer vehicle (EOTV). 30 kWe class ammonia arcjet

development; as well as MPD thruster
Electric propulsion technology development.

and systems development are being
pursued through both in-house and This paper will review the status
contractual efforts. The research efforts and goals of these ongoing activities
at Phillips Laboratory, Edwards AFB, and provide insight into the USAF's
CA (formerly the Astronautics future plans for electric propulsion.
Laboratory) are concentrating on the
development of arcjet propulsion INTRODUCTION
systems and magnetoplasmadynamic
thrusters. At Space Systems Division Since the USAF's first
(SSD), in-house efforts are focusing on endeavors into space, a launch on
complete EOTV systems analysis. demand philosophy has been the
However, SSD is also exploring the accepted launch philosophy.
possibility of sponsoring a program to However, as a result of the recent
evaluate a United Kingdom ion thruster developments and the potential payoffs
in the Aerospace Corporation's of electric propulsion, the USAF is
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beginning to consider a launch on exploratory development and
schedule philosophy to take advantage advanced technology development.
of an electric propulsion system payoff The Developmental Planning
for orbit transfers. Directorate of the Space Systems

Division (SSD/XR) is the organization
Electric propulsion is a responsible for mission trade studies

technology which provides significantly and transitioning the technology for
higher specific impulse, higher operational implementation.
efficiency, and lower thrust when
compared to the best chemical AIR FORCE OFFICE OF
propulsion system (Ref. 1). These SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
characteristics equate to an electrically
propelled spacecraft possessing AFOSR has supported a wide
improvements in the areas of range of electric propulsion activities in
increased station keeping time, the past including electron-cyclotron
prolonged on-orbit maneuverability, resonance, impulse tandem mirror
low acceleration of large space plasma fusion thrusters and laser
structures, and increased launch sustained hydrogen plasma thrusters.
vehicle flexibility. These characteristics Recently the emphasis has shifted
result in orbit transfer times on the more to fundamental plasma physics
order of months. issues associated with arcjets (and to

some extent MPD thrusters) that limit
The devices presently the efficiency and specific impulse of

dominating the USAF's investment in these thrusters. Frozen flow losses in
electric propulsion are arcjets and arcjets are being investigated.. The
MPD thrusters. For near term direction being pursued is considering
application, arcjet technology is the vibrational and electronic non-
thruster of choice because all aspects equilibrium and determining if the
of an arcjet system are currently being addition of vibrational-translational
developed (e.g. power conditioning relaxer molecules will assist in thermal
unit, propellant feed subsystem and equalization of the propellant. Another
integration connections). Because of important area of research is the study
the large power requirements of MPD of erosion mechanisms of the arc
thrusters (hundreds of kilowatts to electrodes and arc-flow discharge
megawatts) and because MPD thruster stability behavior. Several researchers
development is still in an infant stage of are trying to develop new diagnostic
research, it is considered the far term techniques for probing the high
approach for electric propulsion temperature environment of plasmas;
systems (with a greater potential in particular, laser induced
payload capability than arcjets). fluorescence is being employed to

measure velocity components, electron
There are three Air Force density and temperature. A more

organizations involved with electric analytical project has also been
propulsion development. The Air initiated to investigate the theoretical
Force Office of Scientific Research limits of efficiency and specific impulse
(AFOSR) is the organization of plasma thrusters.
responsible for basic research and
development. The Phillips Laboratory AFOSR is funding this research
(PL) is the organization responsible for at the Phillips Laboratory (PL), the
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Aerospace Corporation, and Hughes thermocouples; thrust stands; and
Research Laboratories, California langmuir probes.
Institute of Technology, Clark
University, Massachusetts Institute of The first facility operational was
Technology, Pennsylvania State the pulsed MPD facility. Within this
University, Princeton University, Ohio chamber, the pulsed MPD performance
State University, Stevens Institute of mapping of a variable geometry
Technology, University of Illinois, thruster is continuing. As a
Urbana-Champaign, University of complement to this effort, a graduate
Tennessee Space Institute, and student from the University of Illinois
University of Stuttgart. built a triple langmuir probe and

measured a MPD thruster's electron
PHILLIPS LABORATORY temperature, electron number density,

and ion flow velocity. The Pulsed MPD
The Electric Propulsion Group of facility will be upgraded in the near

the Propulsion Directorate at Phillips future with an improved impulse stand
Laboratory is the group responsible for and propellant feed system. In 1988,
directing, through contracts and in- microinstabilities were suggested to be
house research, activities which will the dominant mechanism for the
carry the best electric propulsion inefficiency of the MPD thruster. Once
options forward for eventual the performance mapping is complete,
operational use. This group will a project will begin to investigate
manage these options as they microinstabilities in the MPD thruster
transcend from basic research, (Ref. 4). Langmuir and magnetic
through development, to space tests, probes will be utilized to investigate the
and eventually to the USAF Space existence of and the non-linear
Systems Division for operational properties associated with the
integration. This dynamic group is microinstabilities which exist in the
comprised of ten engineers and MPD thruster. The goal of this effort is
technicians dedicated to this mission, to better understand the characteristics
The majority of the personnel are of the microinstabilities, to facilitate the
involved with the in-house research identification of methods to significantly
efforts (Ref. 2). increase the efficiency of the MPD

thruster.
In April 1991, the Phillips

Laboratory Electric Propulsion The arcjet facility is the next
Laboratory (EPL) was officially facility scheduled to be ready for
dedicated. This facility consists of four testing. After the initial checkout tests
vacuum chambers and the associated are completed, and a newly designed
plumbing to support testing of arcjet PL thrust stand is installed, a
thrusters and pulsed and steady-state performance enhancement arcjet
MPD thrusters. A thorough description project will be initiated. Both ammonia
of the EPL is in Reference 3. An and hydrogen arcjets will be
example of the diagnostic equipment investigated as part of this new
presently available to support research initiative. The diagnostic facility will
efforts include a laser imaging system; become operational in the same time
0.5 meter, 0.6 meter, and 1 meter frame. The AFOSR research will begin
spectrometer; two color pyrometer; in this facility. The steady-state facility

will be operational early next year.
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Measuring the electromagnetic joint effort, the Air Force will provide the
characteristics of a high power arcjet is major subsystems, spacecraft and
the first test planned for this facility, thruster diagnostics, launch vehicle,

and launch site and on-orbit
The PL's in-house expertise has operations. TRW will integrate the

branched into numerical modelling of USAF subsystems into a spacecraft,
arcjets. Physical properties of the qualify the integrated package, and
propellant flow within the arcjet and the deliver it for launch (Ref. 5).
arcjet itself will be determined.
Numerical results from the modelling of In the PL's contractual efforts,
these two parts of the arcjet system will the primary electric propulsion contract
provide information about the is the 30 kWe Class Arcjet Advanced
performance and thermal management Technology Transition Demonstration
requirements of proposed effort (30 kWe Arcjet ATTD). This is a
configurations. The computational $14.5 million, 52 month effort. The
effort should also provide insights into objective is to develop and
the importance of various physical demonstrate, on the ground, a flight-
processes and design parameters qualified arcjet propulsion flight unit.
throughout the device. This will The prime contractor is TRW Space
provide experimenters with information and Technology Group . TRW has
to assist in the selection of arcjet Olin's Rocket Research Company
configuration studies; a robust (RRC), Defense Systems, Inc. (DSI),
computation model would allow exotic and Ergo-Tech, Inc. (ETI). as its
gas mixtures, arcjet physical subcontractors. In addition, RRC has
geometries and materials to be Pacific Electro Dynamic (PED) and
examined numerically at little cost. Space Power, Inc. (SPI) as

subcontractors. RRC and its
The PL and TRW are jointly subcontractors are responsible for

developing the Electric Insertion developing the arcjet, power
Transfer Experiment (ELITE). ELITE is conditioning unit, and propellant feed
designed as a precursor to an subsystem. DSI is responsible for
operational electric orbit transfer developing the command/control unit
vehicle (EOTV). The objective of the and flight unit structure. ETI is
ELITE program is to design, build , test providing technical advice on the
and demonstrate a fully integrated diagnostic package. The flight unit will
EOTV in a representative mission consist of a low impedance 26 kWe
scenario. The vehicle will consist of a arcjet, power conditioning unit,
state-of-the-art arcjet propulsion propellant' feed subsystem,
subsystem, a high-power (10 kWe) command/control subsystem,
solar power subsystem, and an diagnostic package, power source,
autonomous guidance, navigation, and thermal management subsystem,
control (GN&C) package. Essential interfaces, and system packaging. In
mission demonstrations include Phase I, the initial design of the flight
altitude and inclination changes, unit was completed. The fabricating
autonomous GN&C, and spacecraft and testing of individual subsystems
operations in the Van Allen radiation has begun as part of phase II. Once
belts representative of a low-earth-orbit subsystem testing is complete in
(LEO) to geosynchronous earth orbit October 1992, the flight unit will be
(GEO) payload transfer. Under the built. As part of Phase III, ground
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testing for space qualification will University is continuing to improve on
occur. the techniques they have learned to

reduce erosion rates on MPD thrusters.
The flight unit will be given to the The University of Stuttgart is using the

Space Test and Transportation (ST/T) propellant variation, anode geometry,
Program Office of the Air Force's and radiation-cooled investigations
Space Systems Division for launch they have completed to design a new
vehicle integration and space test. The steady state thruster.
flight unit's space test is known as the
Electric Propulsion Space Experiment In the future, PL's development
(ESEX). ST/T has contracted with of electric propulsion will continue to
Rockwell International to integrate the be funded as forty percent contracted
ESEX flight unit with ten other efforts and sixty percent in-house
experiments and to the launch vehicle, research. When the EPL is fully
The launch is planned for 1995. operational, the PL anticipates this
ESEX's mission scenario is 10 firings laboratory will be the focal point for the
of 15 minutes each. There will be a United States electric propulsion
maximum of 100 hours between each research.
firing to allow the batteries to recharge.
This equates to a 40 day test. The PL SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION.
believes this experiment is an ideal DEVELOPMENTAL PLANNING
proof-of-concept for this thruster DIRECTORATE
technology, and that it will answer the
operational issues (plume The United States Air Force
contamination, electromagnetic Space System Division, Development
interference, and thermal radiation) of Planning Directorate manages electric
high power arcjets. propulsion in two main areas. They

are the Aerospace Corporation's
The other arcjet contract is a concept definition efforts in EOTV and

Small Business Innovative Research commercial industry contracts to
(SBIR) effort. This contract is with the develop the Solar Electric Orbit
Electric Propulsion Laboratory, Inc. Transfer Vehicle (SEOTV).
The title of the effort is Variable Power
Arcjet. The objective is to determine The Aerospace Corporation's
key design variables, and to develop extensive research and systems
hardware design requirements, which engineering efforts have been well
show the most promise of attaining 950 documented in previous published
seconds Isp with an efficiency of 35 papers and journals, and it is not the
percent over the power range of 6 to 14 intent of this paper to reiterate this
kWe (Ref. 6). To achieve these goals, work. Instead, a brief overview of the
nozzle design improvements are being Aerospace Corporation's support in
investigated. The experimental testing electric propulsion will be presented.
of various nozzle designs is presently
ongoing. In the area of systems

engineering and integration,
The PL's two MPD contracts are Aerospace is taking a pro-active role in

in their final stages. These contracts ELITE. In support of ELITE, Aerospace
are with Princeton University and the has defined the performance
University of Stuttgart. Princeton characteristics of a Medium Launch
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Vehicle class EOTV. Aerospace is also optimizing the solar exposure on, and
providing SSD/XR support through the minimizing the radiation degradation
use of their technology center and the of, the ELITE/SEOTV solar arrays. The
program office in the development of Aerospace technology center is
functional areas of an EOTV. investigating the length of time a

vehicle and its payload would inhabit
In the propulsion area, work is the Van Allen radiation belts by raising

being accomplished in four areas: the vehicle into a specific area of the
advanced diagnostics for ground and belts for a given period of time. The
space based experiments, ammonia several options under consideration
and hydrogen arcjet laboratory testing, yield varying total doses of radiation.
and advanced concept experiments. A By using this total accumulated dose,
cooperative United States/United calculating the array degradation
Kingdom ion engine comparison caused by a trip through the belts can
program is presently being pursued. In be made. Therefore, discovering the
addition plume-plume interactions are total output loss of the array, if any, can
being investigated and contamination be calculated.
models are being developed and
validated. In addition to the Aerospace

Corporation efforts, SSD/XR has three
In the area of vehicle definition, contracts for different aspects of the

Aerospace is conducting detailed SEOTV development. The key contract
analyses to develop the overall vehicle is with a major defense contractor and
requirements. This analysis is the other two are with Small Business
concentrated on power, propulsion and Innovative Research (SBIR)
GN&C technology areas. In addition, contractors. The general scope of all
they are performing architectural three contracts is to have them provide
analyses and studies on electric inputs to SSD/XR's continuing
propulsion vehicle derivatives. These exploration of electric propulsion
top-level analyses and studies are of concepts. Specifically, their work will
critical importance in determining mass define an operational SEOTV design
properties, subsystem placement and by identifying potential solutions to
other vehicle parameters. SEOTV issues.

In the area of GN&C, Aerospace SSD/XR's major defense
is determining the most cost efficient contractor investigating SEOTV's is
method to minimize the impact of McDonnell Douglas Space Systems
abrupt in-plane maneuvers on the Company (MDSSC). This four task
vehicle. These maneuvers give contract is to design an operational
maximum use to satellite operational SEOTV. Task one is the mission
needs and maximum solar exposure to analysis phase of the effort. Under this
the solar arrays, given the constraints task, MDSSC independently assesses
of rapid changes in pitch, yaw and roll the Van Allen radiation belt models to
which cause unique torque determine solar array degradation. In
disturbances, addition, mission compatibility between

SEOTV and present and future space
Aerospace is also conducting systems infrastructure is assessed. In

research in the area of solar radiation, task two, Operations Concept Analysis,
Part of this research involves MDSSC defines the design
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requirements for the SEOTV to operate Looking toward the future, the
autonomously with minimum mission trend in all launch systems is to move
control intervention. This is away from performance at any cost to
accomplished by comparing the level operability at practical cost. In this
of ground support required with respect light, electric propulsion is seen as an
to SEOTV autonomy in terms of cost. alternative approach for a next
Task three is the System Concept generation upper stage vehicle.
Analysis phase. In this task, MDSSC is Realizing this, SSD/XR will continue
to identify promising design concepts striving towards developing an
for an operational vehicle by surveying operational SEOTV in the near future.
solar arrays, power processing units,
and electric propulsion thruster CLOSING REMARKS
technologies. In addition, MDSSC will
assess new and innovative space The USAF's involvement in the
power approaches and technologies development of electric propulsion has
for an operational vehicle. Task four, increased significantly over the past
Concept Developments and Costs, has three years. As is evidenced by the
MDSSC deciding upon the most cost USAF's funding for electric propulsion
effective tool, and using it to model the ($25 -$30 million for ELITE and $14
launch vehicle, trip time and other million for the 30 kWe Arcjet ATTD), the
performance parameters against USAF is truly committed to developing
reusable vehicles and SEOTV level of an EOTV to complement its chemical
autonomy designs. orbit transfer stage vehicles. This

commitment is further witnessed
SSD/XR's SBIR contracts are through the laboratory research,

with the Irvine Technology Group, Inc. technology studies, and system
(ITG) and Microcosm, Inc. ITG was development the USAF has
contracted to study the software design established under AFOSR, PL, and
of autonomous GN&C for low thrust SSD/XR. As a result of these mutual
orbit transfer. This includes mission efforts, electric propulsion is certain to
modeling to determine what become a reality and establish itself as
parameters will be encountered during a dominant element in the military use
the mission and also the modeling of of space.
GN&C systems to determine their
operating characteristics in this REFERENCES
environment.
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